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Class Fieldtrip
Concepts
Students will be putting
their newfound ocean
grazer knowledge to use
in the field. This
activity will emphasize
the variety of marine
herbivores, their
connection to marine
plants, and their unique
structures that help them
survive.
HCPS III Benchmarks
SC 3.1.1
SC 3.4.1
SC 3.1.2
SC 3.5.1
MA 3.4.4
FA 3.1.3
Duration
30-min in-class prep and
½ day (fieldtrip)
Source Material
Living Ocean Textbook
PRISM
Vocabulary
Datasheet
Tide

Summary
This lesson is a fun outdoor culmination of everything the class has
focused on for the quarter. It takes place in the field (with a trip to
the beach) and emphasizes all the concepts the Ocean Grazers unit
has touched upon (e.g. structure and function, diversity of ocean
grazers, limu types). It also incorporates in-situ data collection.

Objectives
•
•
•
•

Students will be able to locate various species of ocean
grazers in their natural environments and to describe
structures specific to their survival.
Students will answer inquiry-based questions on the Fieldtrip
Datasheet.
Students will be able to design their own ocean grazer (OR
draw one that they find in the field) that is structurally suited
to its environment and lifestyle.
Students will have fun and increase their enthusiasm for
science!!!

Materials
Class Fieldtrip
Clipboards – one per student if possible
Fieldtrip Datasheet – one per student
4 Plastic containers/buckets to view specimens
Camera
Schoolbus (or enough volunteer drivers with vehicles)

Making Connections
Going to the beach is a fun and personal way for children to see
ocean grazers (and other flora and fauna) – “science in action.” They
will undoubtedly offer a variety of stories from previous times when
they have gone with friends and family to the beach. However, an
organized class fieldtrip with a scientific objective is the best way to
initiate hands-on learning, to spark the “natural scientist” in the
students, and to promote cooperative learning. Asking parents to
come along can also strengthen this experience.

Teacher Prep for Activity
Probably the most difficult part about planning a beach fieldtrip is
coordinating the drivers and chaperones (or schoolbus) and choosing
the most appropriate beach to go to. For Hawai‘i Island, classes
could go to Richardson’s Ocean Park or Onekahakaha in East HI,
Puako in North HI, or Kahalu‘u in West HI, Honu‘apo or Punalu‘u
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in South HI. Decide on a particular location, then visit the site ahead of time without the
students so that a tentative fieldtrip plan that best suits the area is created. A good thing to keep
in mind while scoping out potential fieldtrip sites is safe access to ocean-grazer habitats (at low
tide). This is an essential part of getting ready for students to “explore and observe” these
creatures in action. It is also necessary to locate are restroom facilities and lunch areas
(preferably in the shade).
In addition, it is important to recall that most DOE students cannot be swimming, so
therefore it is especially beneficial if the fieldtrip can be scheduled at the time of the month when
low tide falls in the middle of the day (or later morning). This will allow students better (and
safer) access to the creatures. It is also helpful if each of the students can have their own
clipboard for collecting data. Go over the Fieldtrip Datasheets ahead of time in the classroom to
avoid wasting time or any additional in-field confusion.
Another good reason to scope out the fieldtrip site is to look for any potential safety
issues (e.g. broken glass, steep cliffs, powerful currents, sunburn) and to recognize good
locations to use the restroom and eat lunch. Brainstorming safety issues with the class
beforehand is a must too – remember the buddy system and to be clear with the rules with the
chaperones too! It is also noteworthy to conduct a quick 5 – 10 minute session with all the adult
chaperones to discuss (1) safety, (2) the schedule, and (3) some examples of inquiry-based
questioning and probing; to help ensure the success of the fieldtrip.
In addition, print the Fieldtrip Satasheets and make enough copies for each of the
students (attach to a clipboard if possible). Rubber bands at the base of the clipboard will
prevent the Datasheet from blowing or tearing with ka makani (the wind). Again, if time allows,
Datasheets should be discussed with students ahead of time to avoid in-field confusion.

Background
Being in the field is a marvelous way to test the content knowledge and synthesis skills of the
vaious concepts covered over the course of the unit. Here is the perfect occasion to see if
students can recognize the variety of limu species in the field, to identify, observe, and
(potentially) collect multiple ocean grazers, to relate structure to function, to grasp the bigger
picture of the interconnection between plants and animals in the marine foodweb.
Based on what the teacher observes at the beach, answer these questions: Was inquirybased learning spurred in the classroom? Do students know how to conduct their own research?
Are students readily posing scientific questions (hypotheses) and able to conduct research
(methodology) to test these ideas? Is “what do you think” a common phrase given in response to
a student’s question …
At the end of the unit, it’s a good time to make sure all the bases were covered before
moving on to the next unit. Step back and enjoy what the kids should hopefully be doing by now
(making observations about animals, proposing an explanation for what they see, and then
testing out and researching the answers independently).
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Vocabulary
Datasheet – A worksheet that was made specifically to collect data (ie. information) about
the world around you. For example, the Fieldtrip Datasheet asks students questions about
the date, time, weather conditions, number of ocean grazers observed … etc.
Tide - The cyclical (periodic) rise and fall of the waters of the ocean and its inlets, produced
by the attraction of the moon and sun. Here in Hawai‘i the tidal ranges (that is, the
difference between high and low tide) doesn’t normally exceed two feet. This is very
different from other parts of the world, like Alaska, that is closer to the poles and has a
more extreme tidal range.

Procedure
Activity 1. In-class Fieldtrip Prep (30 mins)
This can be done on the day of the fieldtrip or the day before:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Go over safety precautions about visiting the coastline, going on a fieldtrip and handling
intertidal critters (see precautions in Critters in the Classroom lesson.
(Some of the things worth mentioning are buddy policy, introducing any family
volunteers or guests, remind them to always face the ocean, bring a bag lunch,
sunscreen, sturdy shoes or tabbies (water shoes), water, hat, rules for the bus … etc.)
Pass out Fieldtrip Datasheet workshop to students.
Go over the questions and assignments one by one and make sure everyone understands
the assignment.
Be sure to use the vocabulary word in-situ to explain the type of studies that will be
performed on the fieldtrip.
Maybe perform a sample time to last (high/low) tide example and tell them (or show
them with time and resources available) how to read a tide chart.

Activity 2. Class Fieldtrip!!! (1/2 day)
1. Hand out a tentative schedule for all the adult volunteers.
2. Also, explain to parents what is meant by inquiry-based science and ask them to avoid
telling students the answers, but instead lead them to find it themselves.
3. Assign buddy groups.
4. Drive to site.
5. Do a fun warm-up activity (especially if there are several classes traveling together where
not all students know each other). One that worked was simply, getting into a circle and
having each participant saying their name and favorite ocean grazer. For example, “Hi,
my name is Megan and my favorite ocean grazer is the ha‘uke‘uke (helmit/shingle urchin)
because they look like hardy little marine daisies”.
6. Go over the plan for the day with the students.
7. Ask them to review safety precautions with the class.
8. Spend about an hour exploring the coastline (in small groups lead by adult
volunteers/teachers)
9. Give a 45-minute warning and tell students that they should be starting to fill out their
datasheets.
10. Have groups rest in shade (if necessary and available) and complete Datasheets.
11. Break for lunch.
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12. Collect completed Datasheets and ask students who are not finished to bring it in
tomorrow and complete them for homework.
13. Circle up and ask for an “exit pass” like having students share what their favorite memory
of the day was.
14. Drive back to school.
Activity 3. Post-fieldtrip follow-up (30 mins)
This can be done on the day of the fieldtrip when students return to the classroom, or during the
next science period:
1. Pass back Datasheets.
2. Compose a class list on the board of the total number of “ocean grazers” found.
3. Test the kids, like: “Is a saddle wrasse an ocean grazer?” … or accordingly, depending on
what they say. Sometimes the kids will say that any tidepool organism they find is a
grazer, however this is not the case.
4. Count the total number of grazers seen.
5. Go over the relevant questions (to structure and function) on the Datasheet.
6. Have students share their creations from the back-side too with the rest of the class.

Assessments
Fieldtrip Datasheet completed and collected. This may show if students are using their
knowledge of structure and function to apply towards new situations (like the second half of the
Fieldtrip Datasheet). Vocabulary is recognized and understood.

Resources
Interesting Fieldtrip-related Articles/Videos
• http://www.southflorida.com/sfparenting/sfe-sfp_fieldtrip,0,7771477.story
• http://www.homerfieldtrips.com/id102.html
• http://homeschooling.gomilpitas.com/trips/HawaiiTrips.htm
• http://the.honoluluadvertiser.com/article/2006/Sep/03/ln/FP609030342.html
• http://www.hawaiiwebsite.com/kids.php

Extension Activities
In addition, there are numerous other fieldtrips and beach cleanups that students can participate
in. One of the PRISM classrooms (here on the Big Island) took a tour of the green sea turtle
hatchery and artificial fishponds and aquarium setups they have at the Mauna Lani (in Waikoloa
– see information within Extension Activities of Lesson 7 – Na Honu).
Be sure to stay up-to-date on the Earth and ocean-friendly happenings in your area (such
as KeikiFest in Waimea, Ocean Day in Hilo, Coral Reef Awareness Day in Kona …etc.).
Otherwise, there are numerous educational websites for children (like Turtle Trax) and teacherapproved YouTube videos that can display things like fish dissections and turtle hatchling events
from the convenience of the computer lab.
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Culture/Art/Math/Literature Connections
Where possible, it is best to incorporate the unit themes (ocean grazers, conservation, respect for
the ocean, … etc.) into other disciplines during the school day. Whether this means assigning
readings that are related to the curriculum or allowing students to use their art time to construct
displays for their research projects is up to the teacher. But just like learning a new language,
teaching science to children is most effective when they are immersed in it on a daily basis using
a variety of methods. Have them write herbivore haikus or learn fractions by “dividing-up” a
stock of limu or barrel of fish (hypothetically is fine). Let them play “Limu-poki” (instead of
Hoki-poki – see Extension Activities within Lesson 7 – Na Honu) again with their turtle puppets
for a fifteen-minute break between subjects. Get creative and have fun!
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Date: __________________

Observation Time: _____________

My Name: _________________ My Research Buddy: _____________
Location:

, Hawai‘i Island
Describe Weather & Ocean Conditions:

Tide Data for today’s date:
- low tide at ___:____ (

- high tide at ___:____ (
•The tide is getting: Higher

ft)
ft)
--

Lower

(Circle One)

•How long ago was the last low tide?
___________________________________
(number model:
time +/- time = amount of time)
•How long until the next high tide?
_____________________________________
(number model:
time +/- time = amount of time)

As you explore and observe the tidal zone, be on the look out for ocean
grazers, their habitats, and their food, LIMU!
A) We found ________ total ocean grazers.
The different types of ocean grazers we found are (commas between
names):
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
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•What do you predict this area will look like at 2:30 pm today? (hint:
check the tide). Use complete sentences please.
______________________________________________________

•What do you predict the ocean grazers will do at 2:30 pm?: Use
complete sentences please.
______________________________________________________

B) We found ________ types of limu and they looked like this:
Please label your illustrations with a name that you think would make sense
to describe each type of limu.

Choose an Activity! (circle one)
1) Choose an ocean grazer.
a. Create a label diagram of at least 2 of its structures.
b. Describe the specific function of those structures for this
organism. Go beyond the obvious!
c. Make strong word choices that are clear and as detailed as
possible.
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2) Choose a habitat. (The place or type of site where an organism or
population naturally lives)
a. Draw an ocean grazer from your imagination.
b. Give it at least 3 structures, which help the organism live in
this environment.
c. Be sure to describe and explain each function. Make up names
too if you like for the structures or for the creature itself!
3) Create an ocean grazer song or poem.
a. It needs to describe an ocean grazer (or many ocean grazers)
here at ________________ (beach you’re at).
b. It includes some information about the organism’s structures and
the structures' functions.
c. It also includes the habitat they live in.
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